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IR+M began managing portfolios for Insurance entities in 1991 and manages over $10.2 billion for Insurance
clients as of December 31, 2019. Our relative value-oriented, bottom-up investment philosophy allows us the
flexibility to build custom investment solutions to navigate client-specific requirements while still being
positioned to take advantage of market opportunities.

IR+M Advantages for Insurance Companies
•
•
•
•

Over 25+ years of experience partnering with Insurance organizations
Ability to accommodate specialized guidelines including gain/loss controls, quality constraints, and sector limits
Customizable portfolios and benchmarks designed around client-specific considerations
Consideration of unique tax situations with the flexibility to invest seamlessly across taxable and tax-exempt
sectors as appropriate
• Dedicated Client Portfolio Managers who work closely with clients and consultants to understand and identify
business and investment objectives

Experience with Custom Objectives

Types of Clients/Asset Pools
Health Insurance
Property & Casualty Insurance
Life Insurance
Captive and Reinsurance

Liquidity and Capital Needs
Rating and Gain/Loss Constraints
Tax Efficient Management
Insurance Regulations
Reporting Requirements (OTTI, FAS 157)

IR+M
IR+M Strategies

Traditional

Focused

Custom

Ultra Short
Short
Intermediate
Core/Core Plus
Long

Corporate
Municipal
Securitized
Government
Convertibles

Real Return
Target Yield
Inflation Protection
Crossover

IR+M INSURANCE MANAGEMENT

FIRM FACTS

•

Over $10.2 billion in Insurance AUM

•

Founded in 1987, privately owned

•

Separately managed accounts

•

$75.1 billion in assets under management

•

Ability to customize portfolios/benchmarks

•

Exclusively US fixed income management

•

Dedicated Insurance Team

•

Consistent management team since inception

•

Proven track record managing taxable and
municipal portfolios for over 20 years

•

15-year average tenure at IR+M for PM team

•

Solid performance over many market cycles

For further information, please contact:
Rob Lund, CFA, Client Portfolio Manager, (617) 330-9333
Eric Mueller, CFA, Client Portfolio Manager (617) 330-9333
All data as of 12/31/19.
No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission from Income Research & Management.
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IR+M DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

The views contained in this report are those of Income Research & Management (“IR+M”) and are based on
information obtained by IR+M from sources that are believed to be reliable. This report is for informational purposes
only and is not intended to provide specific advice, recommendations, or projected returns for any particular IR+M
product. Investing in securities involves risk of loss that clients should be prepared to bear. More specifically,
investing in the bond market is subject to certain risks including but not limited to market, interest rate, credit, call or
prepayment, extension, issuer, and inflation risk.
It should not be assumed that the yields or any other data presented exist today or will in the future. Past
performance is not a guarantee of future results and current and future portfolio holdings are subject to risk.
Securities listed in this presentation are for illustrative purposes only and are not a recommendation to purchase or
sell any of the securities listed. Forward looking analyses are based on assumptions and may change. It should
not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the
securities listed. Some statistics require assumptions for calculations which can be disclosed upon request.
Copyright © 2019, S&P Global Market Intelligence. Reproduction of any information, data or material, including
ratings (“Content”) in any form is prohibited except with the prior written permission of the relevant party. Such party,
its affiliates and suppliers (“Content Providers”) do not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, completeness, timeliness
or availability of any Content and are not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise),
regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use of such Content. In no event shall Content
Providers be liable for any damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including lost income or lost profit and
opportunity costs) in connection with any use of the Content. A reference to a particular investment or security, a
rating or any observation concerning an investment that is part of the Content is not a recommendation to buy, sell
or hold such investment or security, does not address the suitability of an investment or security and should not be
relied on as investment advice. Credit ratings are statements of opinions and are not statements of fact.
Source ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE Data”), is used with permission. ICE Data, its affiliates and their respective third
party suppliers disclaim any and all warranties and representations, express and/or implied, including any
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use, including the indices, index data and any
data included in, related to, or derived therefrom. Neither ICE Data, its affiliates nor their respective third party
providers shall be subject to any damages or liability with respect to the adequacy, accuracy, timeliness or
completeness of the indices or the index data or any component thereof, and the indices and index data and all
components thereof are provided on an “as is” basis and your use is at your own risk. ICE Data, its affiliates and
their respective third party suppliers do not sponsor, endorse, or recommend IR+M, or any of its products or
services.
Source: Bloomberg Index Services Limited. BLOOMBERG® is a trademark and service mark of Bloomberg Finance
L.P. and its affiliates (collectively “Bloomberg”). BARCLAYS® is a trademark and service mark of Barclays Bank Plc
(collectively with its affiliates, “Barclays”), used under license. Bloomberg or Bloomberg’s licensors, including
Barclays, own all proprietary rights in the Bloomberg Barclays Indices. Neither Bloomberg nor Barclays approves or
endorses this material, or guarantees the accuracy or completeness of any information herein, or makes any
warranty, express or implied, as to the results to be obtained therefrom and, to the maximum extent allowed by law,
neither shall have any liability or responsibility for injury or damages arising in connection therewith.
IR+M claims compliance with the CFA Institute Asset Manager Code of Professional Conduct. This claim has not
been verified by the CFA Institute.
This material may not be reproduced in any form or referred to in any other publication without express written
permission from IR+M.
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